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2/23/2017

CS 351 
Design of Large Programs

Git Basics

Instructor: Joel Castellanos

e-mail: joel@unm.edu

Web: http://cs.unm.edu/~joel/

Farris Engineering Center: 319

Quiz: Java and Goto

In Java, goto is an unused keyword.

In other high level languages, goto is often misused, 
however, there are cases where goto is the clearest 
way to code a solution within the language.

Java does provide a syntax that supports the same 
functionality as the most common correct goto usage 
in other high level languages.

a) What is this "common correct" situation?

b) What is Java's way of supporting that functionality.
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Git:
 Git is a widely used version control system for software 

development.

 It is a distributed revision control system with an 
emphasis on speed, data integrity, and support for 
distributed, non-linear workflows.

GitHub:
 GitHub is a Web-based Git repository hosting service. 

GitHub offers:
 Free Open Source repositories to anyone.

 Free Open Source and Private repositories to students.
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GitHub (Free Private repo for Students)

https://github.com/
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Start a project
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Create a New Repository
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Git Client: http://git-scm.com/downloads
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Show IntelliJ where to find git.exe
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Browse for git.exe on your computer.
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Tell IntelliJ your GitHub Host and Account
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For PrimeFactorAttack, 
Host is github.com

Your GitHub login. 

If you are using a public 
computer, leave 
password field blank!

IntelliJ: Clone GitHub Repository (1 of 6)
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IntelliJ: Clone GitHub Repository (2 of 6)
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GitHub Host, 
account Username
and Password.

URL for PrimeFactorAttack: 
https://github.com/castellanos70/PrimeFactorAttack.git

Wherever 
you want 
your local 
Directory.

IntelliJ: Clone GitHub Repository (3 of 6)
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IntelliJ: Clone GitHub Repository (4 of 6)
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use Java 1.8

File → Project Structure

IntelliJ: Clone GitHub Repository (5 of 6)
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Add New Module
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IntelliJ: Clone GitHub Repository (6 of 6)
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Java 1.8

Source Folder

Pushing Your Changes to the Repo
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Pull... To get any changes 
made after your last pull 
from the repository.Push... to upload your 

committed changes to the repo.

Test: Resolve any pulled 
conflicts and verify that 
the program still runs.

+Add To include any 
new files in the next 
commit.

Commit Directory... 
Prepares your changes for 
a push to the repo.
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Git: Setting up Repository

ssh git@example.com

mkdir my_project.git

cd my_project.git

git init –bare

 git config --global user.email
"you@example.com"

 git config --global user.name "Your Name"
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Git: Setting up Local Workspace

cd my_project

git init

git add *

git commit -m "My initial commit 
message"

git remote add origin 
git@example.com:my_project.git

git push -u origin master
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Git: Using Existing Repository

git clone https://github.com/yourpath

git add -A //to add files to the repository
git commit -am 'comment' // -a (all) -m (message)
git pull origin master
git push origin master

git stash //kill all local changes
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The .gitignore File

A .gitignore file is an ASCII text file that specifies 
intentionally untracked files that Git should ignore. Files 
already tracked by Git are not affected.

Each line in a .gitignore file specifies a pattern. Examples: 

 In general, Git uses the same file patterns as does Ubuntu (i.e. *.class
matches any file with the suffix .class).

 Blank lines have no effect.

 A line starting with # serves as a comment. Put a backslash ("\") in front 
of the first hash for patterns that begin with a hash.

 Trailing spaces are ignored unless they are quoted with backslash ("\").

 An optional prefix "!" negates the pattern.

For more detail see: https://git-scm.com/docs/gitignore
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